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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! We accept the fact that we had to donate all Saturday in custody for what we did wrong, but we think you're crazy to get us to write an essay telling you who we think we are. You see us as you want to see us - the simplest and most convenient definitions. But we found out that each of us is a brain
and an athlete, and a basket, and a princess, and a criminal. Is that the answer to your question? Sincerely yours, Breakfast Club There's no better way to sum up John Hughes' seminal teen film Breakfast Club than with a voiced letter at the end. Released in 1985, The Breakfast Club turns 30 on February 15 and, surprisingly, remains incredibly relevant
today. Fast retraining for those who have never seen a movie (such people exist, we heard): On Saturday morning, five high school students in Shermer, Illinois, gather at their school's library for eight hours of detention. All the typical high school clique archetypes are present and accounted for: a popular girl, Claire (Molly Ringwald); Jock, Andrew (Emilio
Estevez); rebel, John (Judd Nelson); outs ofgo, Allison (Ellie Headey); and the geek, Brian (Anthony Michael Hall). But time together eventually breaks down the barriers separating them. It's unclear if this will stick, but right now everyone gets a new perspective on a lot of peers and parents handed over to them. Here are the five most powerful scenes that
bonding is always the catalyst for finding a common enemy: in this case, it's Assistant Chief Richard Vernon (Paul Gleeson). Despite the fact that Bender is very nervous with a pulse, the team covers him when he closes the library doors and when he sneaks back from solitary confinement.2) So why is Bender such a Class A asshole? For the same reason,
many of us struggle: parents. But with Bender, things are a little different. His relentless antagonism is part of the facade that he uses to keep people at the emotional length of his arm. Here's the first time we see under his hardened exterior:3) There is no way to rank one breakfast clubber in a confessional moment over another, but this one take from Brian's
explanation of why he is incarcerated just heartbreaking.4) There's a big elephant in this library: What happens come Monday morning? During their detention, the group forms an undeniable bond, but the question is whether this link will be held against their social clicks. Claire's honesty may make her sound conceited, but it's honesty nonetheless. 5) And of
course there's an ending that hearkens back to the question above: Will everyone forget about everyone once the weekend is up? Judging by Brian Vernon's pointed letter, Monday might just work, after all. In the 1950s, Couch Potatoes certainly fantasized about a magical device that would allow them to change channels without having to roll off the couch
and trundle to the TV. But it took zenith engineer Eugene Polly to invent Flash-Mati, the first wireless TV remote control. As anyone who has built a company from scratch knows, ideas are cheap. It's all about execution. For a newly minted startup, the standard operating procedure is to design a down and messy demo (called a minimally viable product in a
lean startup language) that can be a test marketing for consumers. For those of us who are trying to make a feature film, it's meant to conjure an analogue of that in the form of a script. Unfortunately, we faced the same catch-22 as many startup founders: we couldn't do a demo without money, but no one would give us the money to create one until we had a
product, ideally one that showed cravings with consumers. Since we couldn't afford to pay anyone, we had to convince the screenwriter to work on the specification. In exchange, we could offer the equivalent of equity in our nascent production. At first, things weren't very good. Seeking advice, I emailed a veteran screenwriter with a few finished films on his
account. He was terrified. Did I work for free? he asked. (Well, yes, every time I write a book offer in the hope of selling it to the publisher, but I digress.) He was sick and tired of screenwriters putting downward pressure on fees, agreeing to work for nothing. Which, frankly, was a perfectly reasonable position on his part. (See Harlan Ellison's famously tart
jeremiad, Pay the Writer! for a taste of what I've been through.) He predicted only a rookie, third-tier screenwriters would even consider it. I got similar responses from a few others. Then I thought of Andrew Drescher, a screenwriter I knew from my neighborhood in Brooklyn, where you can barely walk a block before you pass another writer soaking up free
W-Fi at a coffee shop. A graduate of USC's film school, Andrew has been pounding the industry for a decade, and was part of a class of screenwriters who sold scripts in Hollywood but never had a movie. Two of his projects have been in deep development - a term that means no one has any idea if or when the film will be greenlit. One he sold to Universal;
Brad Pitt's other production company, Plan B. Andrew Dresher on the set of Andrew was far from alone. About 25,000 scenarios a year writers' guild, but so far in 2015, according to Box Office Mojo, fewer than 600 movie movies and many of those at the low end of the list seem to be little more than vanity projects. After reading How to Love a Republican,
the romantic comedy that Andrew wrote, my production partner, John Furay and I agreed that Andrew seemed to be a great choice. He obviously knew how to create strong characters, understood the structure of history, and his dialogue was punchy, funny and believable. If you wanted to make a movie, you had to do it yourself. Now all I had to do was
convince him to come on board. Which was a lot easier than I expected. This is because Andrei came to similar conclusions about the state of the film business. When we met, we had a joyous mutual session: Hollywood was fixated on blockbusters and sequels. Big studio films have been released with shared stories and cast with stars to appeal to a vast
global audience. If you want the movie made, you had to do it yourself. A screenwriter once was able to make a decent living doing rewrites and selling projects that may or may not ever get done, Andrew told me, but that's all gone. But who wants to dedicate a career writing to the screen if you never see any of your characters inhabiting the big screen? It
would be like a chef opening a swanky new restaurant and cooking three Michelin-starred dishes that no one could eat. After Andrew watched dozens of beatboxing clips on YouTube, some of which had over 50 million views, he recognized the potential of a film that dived into this art and culture and which came, we felt, with a built-in market. As an added
bonus, Andrew was a big fan of early hip-hop. Without any guarantees, he signed on to the proverbial bottom line, and after we threw around some ideas, the character-driven story with a traditional three-act structure, the dramatic twists of the transition from act to action, he got to work. I entered it with my eyes open, says Andrei. I was a little afraid to tell my
agent or manager. Here I'll let Andrew tell you about his process and think about the project: With this genre, there are beats you need to hit, but because it was an independent film, I wanted to undermine those beats because we don't want a movie where the guy gets famous at the end. Because that would be unlikely in beatboxing. It's not quick to get rich.
This is not the way to fame and luck as I think hip-hop is perceived. Beatboxers do it because they love it. They do this in their spare time in their bedrooms and record their performances from smartphones and primitive recording equipment. It's about the love of music. I wanted to be true to that. A few months and projects later, we had a script that we all
and the three of us took it to potential investors by tapping our friends and family network. To make the movie that we assumed we needed $1.5 million, which was just just It's not going anywhere. Because let's face it: Even with a top director and star attached, the movie is a crapshoot. There are countless examples of how this plays out over the last one,
looking no further than the $30 million Entourage movie, which tanks at the box office and has become a pinata for critics. Venture capitalists often say they invest in people, not ideas. This is why an entrepreneur with a track record has little trouble attracting investment, while those without one tend to end up with nothing. Unfortunately, we fell into this
category. In fact, we were three guys who were stopping at the edges of the film industry. John took part in several film projects in different states to undress - pushing boulders uphill as he talked about it, none of which was greenlit. I was portrayed in a movie (Shattered Glass) and traded a film treatment by Michael Douglas. Andrew sold the scripts, but
there was never a movie. At least we needed to attach a director, someone to captain the project, before investors would even entertain the idea of supporting us. The solution, I realized a few months later, as spring warmed up to summer, the blood in the fall was right in front of us. The next day I met Andrew at a coffee shop in our neighborhood and told
him what I was thinking. A few hours later, Andrew called John. What about making Beatbox like a low-budget indie? He asked. I think I can raise money if I direct. John shouldn't have thought about it: Great idea. Let's do it. A month later we had $200,000 in the bank and started assembling all the many parts that we would have to start shooting. Related:
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